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Executive Summary
This white paper examines common
mistakes that organizations commit when
issuing background screening RFPs and
offers insight as to why specific questions
do not provide meaningful answers.
Questions posed do not often align with
what actually drives client satisfaction
once the proposal process is over and the
service is being implemented and utilized.
Those drivers are:
×
×
×
×

Turnaround Time
Quality of Results
Customer Service
Ease of Use
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Introduction
The partnership you create with your
background screening vendor may not
include feats like flying the first airplane
or inventing the software that billions
use daily; it does however, need to be a
partnership built on trust and respect.
When determining how to choose the
right partner for your screening program, a
Request for Proposal (RFP) can be a useful
tool. RFPs typically provide much more
information than just a quick price quote.
When employers decide to go to bid for
a new background screen vendor, an RFP
provides pertinent information about an
organization’s methods, structure, stability
and experience. Background checks are an
important service and choosing a vendor
requires serious vetting. Many vendors
may look the same on paper; after all,
background checks are essentially compiling
public record information. Thus, your RFP
questions should help you discern the
differences that matter in order to make
the best selection for your organization.

This whitepaper provides critical insight on
which questions to ask that most
connect with the four satisfaction drivers:
turnaround time, quality of results,
customer service and ease of use. A quick
RFP question guide is also included
with this whitepaper.

An RFP provides
information about
methods, structure,
stability and experience.

Sherlock Holmes & Dr. Watson

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
brilliant detectivE DUO
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Turnaround Time
Forty-six percent of companies report
this as their top screening challenge.
Turnaround time (TAT) in background
screening sets the pace for time to hire;
all HR departments want an acceptable
turnaround time, but when a vendor states
a turnaround time of 1.89 days, what does
that really mean?

TATs are driven by
Jurisdiction.

TATs Are Driven by Jurisdiction

Most employers do not realize that TATs
are jurisdictionally driven. There are
approximately 3,200 counties in the
United States. Within a county, there
can be numerous court houses; thus
the sources for criminal records is quite
complex. About 45% of these courts have
electronic access, which speeds up TAT
whereas others still must be searched by
court reporters, which of course lengthens
TAT. In addition, some courts are only
open on certain days due to budget cuts,
which can create more bottlenecks in the
process.

Meriwether Lewis &
William Clark
Explorers of the West
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How TAT is Calculated Matters

Employers must be cognizant that
background screen providers calculate
turnaround in different ways: either by
profile or by transaction. Calculating by
profile indicates that time is measured
from when the order was submitted to the
conclusion of the final search for that
particular individual. TAT by transaction,
however, is calculated in intervals for each
search, which can result in misleading or
skewed TATs. For instance, a profile may
require a county search and an address
history trace. The county search may have
a TAT of four days but the address
history trace four hours; the vendor
then averages the two to report its TAT.
This type of calculation is not a true
representation of the actual time you will
be awaiting results. Asking how TAT is
calculated is just as important as the
actual period of time.

they can expect. Doing this will help keep
your internal customers happy. If you share
your volume of requests per location, a
reputable vendor can give you TATs by
location as well as the expected TAT for
the enterprise. Also note that any vendor
promoting instant searches with zero
turnaround time is simply running a name
against a database with no verification
or vetting. Always be leery of this type of
search.

“Profile” TAT:

Turnaround Time from
beginning of order to
conclusion.

“Transaction” TAT:

Turnaround Time of each
search, often averaged
together

Find Out TAT Where It Matters

Often, RFPs ask for general turnaround
times to be reported, but they can be
misleading. For example, if your company
has 100 locations you should ask for
the TAT for each jurisdiction in which
you operate. This will allow you to tell
individual offices and business units what

Desi Arnaz & Lucille Ball as

Ricky & Lucy Ricardo
stars of “I Love Lucy”
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Quality of Results
Not all background screens are equal.
Methodology consists of not only how data
is sourced or acquired but also how data is
verified. One question that is often found
on RFPs in reference to methodology is
“What percentage of candidates screened
are found to have a criminal hits?”

Many vendors will promote that they find
a higher percentage of criminal records
for the screens they conduct compared
to competitors. This piece of data has not
validated any claims that the screen was
of the highest quality; it has simply stated
the percentage of criminal hits found on
individuals screened and without context,
The intent with this question for employers leaves you with no strong conclusions.
most likely is to somehow measure the
accuracy of reports. However, this question The type of questions that would be most
does not relay the information you need.
important in revealing the differences that
Many different factors that have nothing
matter would be:
to do with accuracy can impact this
percentage, including:
× Do you verify all criminal records hits
with the court of record (county court)?
× Records with incomplete dispositions
× How are AKAs handled in the record
about the outcome of case reported
search?
without verification at the court of
× What percentage of candidate disputes
record
resulted in updates to the individual’s
× Reports of records that per federal or
record in the last three years that
state law should no longer be reported
were from a mistake made by the
(i.e. FCRA has restrictions on the
vendor?
reporting of certain data beyond a
certain time frame)
× Some industries tend to have a larger
pool of candidates with criminal records
Calvin & Hobbes
Bill Watterson’s
× How AKAs (Also Known As) variations
Mischievous Cartoon Pair
are handled

Many factors that have
nothing to do with
accuracy can impact a
screener’s percentage of
criminal hits!
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The “How Many” Question

Another question, asked in most every
RFP that is necessary but does not impart
a true measure of quality, is: “How many
screens do you perform each year?”

Georgina Chapman &
Keren Craig

Fashion Trendsetters

For a firm to be reputable and vetted,
it should certainly process a minimum
amount of screens per year. At a certain
number, employers can also be satisfied
that the vendor has the ability to perform
to scale. But after that acceptable
volume, what does that number really
convey? Is a company that performs
2,000,000 screens better than a company
that performs 300,000 screens? There
is little correlation between number of
screens and satisfaction with service.
More screens does not mean better service
or faster turnarounds.
Companies often turn to the “How Many”
question without having any understanding
of what number would be an appropriate
amount. A vendor who conducts 100,000
screens may be the absolute best choice
for a company that does 20,000 screens
(that’s just an average of 80 screens per
day). If they have great systems for TAT,
customer service and quality, the volume
of the work would hardly be a factor.

More Screens does not
mean better service or
faster turnarounds.
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Customer Service
Customer service may seem like one of the
harder attributes to measure in an RFP.
But it is possible. Many questions in this
category lead to responses that offer more
fluff than substance. Whereas, you want to
ask questions that reveal an organization’s
philosophy and dependability as related to
customer service.

Pinpoint Specifics about
Support Teams

Ask these questions to find out who you
may be speaking to when calling support:
×
×

Standard questions related to customer
×
service may include, “Will our account have
a dedicated customer support specialist?”
×
or “Detail the organizational chart related
to customer support.”
×
There is no real data that can be discerned
from answers to these types of questions.
A vendor can simply feed you the type of
×
answer it believes you are seeking. There
are more specific questions to ask about
customer service that can provide a more
×
candid picture of how organizations deal
with customers on a day to day basis.

What is the percentage of calls that
are resolved in the first phone call?
Do you contract or offshore customer
support?
Do you contract or offshore criminal
research?
Provide examples of common support
questions and resolutions to these issues.
Do you survey customer satisfaction,
and what are the scores for the
previous two years?
What programs does your customer
service department manage that drive
positive customer experiences?
How is customer service delivered?
(Ask this to be assured that employees
that you will contact for support are
familiar with you and your account.)

Ask questions that reveal
an organization’s
Customer Service
Philosophy instead
of an Org Chart.

Ben Cohen &
Jerry Greenfield

Ice cream magnates
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Communication

Another key part of customer service is
how the organization communicates
with its customers. Commonly, an RFP
may contain a question about how the
background screening firm keeps current
with new legislation and/or compliance. Of
course, it’s important to know what steps
the vendor takes to remain compliant,
but how are they updating clients? These
questions, if posed, will uncover more
relevant insight:
×

×

What is your means of communicating
industry and legislative updates to
your client base?
Do you currently provide a resource
section on your website? If so, what
does it contain, and how often is it
updated?

management such as delays for records
at the county level related to weather or
public emergencies, which can shut down
courts.
×

×

What is your policy on communicating
with customers about delays or
unforeseen difficulties on pending
orders?
What channels do you use for
communicating to customers regarding
these types of occurrences?
(Answers to this question could include
notification displays in your dashboard
alerting you of any delays or important
notices about your searches.)

Does the screening firm
proactively correspond
with clients about
everyday challenges such
as delays?

The WARNER Brothers:
Harry, Albert,SAM & JACK
Entertainment innovators

Not only should a screening firm
communicate with clients regarding news
that could impact them on a large scale,
but the firm should also be proactively
corresponding with clients about every day
challenges that can arise in account
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Customer Retention

The last type of questions to ask to best
investigate a firm’s customer service
capacity is the request for information
on customer retention. Most firms will
gladly give you referencesfrom current
users and may also present you with a list
of testimonials. No true insight can be
gleamed from these types of questions only that the vendor has at least a handful
of clients that are truly happy. But you are
probably most interested in the long term
relationship developed between provider
and client. Queries such as these help you
determine the true nature of customer
service:

×

×
×

Do you regularly survey customers and
request their feedback? If so, what was
the percentage of current customers
that are satisfied with you as a vendor
and what percentage gave you the
highest possible satisfaction rating?
What is your customer retention rate?
When providing references, please
include how many years the
organization has been a customer.
(Adding a caveat to this question can
at least provide some perspective.)

Look for Long Term
Relationships between
provider and clients

Bill Gates &
Paul Allen

Technology vanguards
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The Technology Trap
Technology questions are challenging for
an RFP because it’s hard for the vendor to
explain functionality in writing. However,
it’s safe to assume that all vendors have
an online system. The real vetting of this
won’t happen in the RFP response but
rather in a demo after you have limited
your vendor participants. The technology
trap happens when demos occur and
reviewers get caught up in the software
and allow decisions to be driven by the

client facing technology rather than
what’s behind it that influences customer
satisfaction. Remember, cool technology
can’t make up for poor service or TAT. It is
stunning how many RFP reviewers who are
dissatisfied with their customer service and
TAT will make a new decision based on the
technology they reviewed. They become
impressed with a technology feature and
lose sight of the four drivers of customer
satisfaction.

Cool technology does not
make up for poor service.

Check the functionality that your system provides:
√
√
√
√
√
√

Online Ordering		
√ Auto Jurisdiction selection Based on Package
√ Package Pricing
Auto AKA Selection
√ Access Fee Inclusive Pricing 			
√ Multiple Security Levels
Order only Security
√ Electronic Signature on Releases 		
√ Auto FCRA
Online Final Reports
√ Lifetime Electronic Archive of Reports		
√ Custom Reporting
Multiple Account Set Up with Separate Billing
√ Multiple Account Set Up with Aggregated Billing
Applicant Direct Entry Via Email Request		
√ Policy Administration Capability

Keep yourself focused on what matters with
usability:
× Do you survey customer satisfaction
related to ease of use? What
percentage of customers are satisfied
with your online system and what
percentage gave you the highest
possible rating?

When asking questions regarding
functionality, think about what the most
important features that will allow you
and your clients to work efficiently, which
often translates to a simple, intuitive user
interface. Asking questions about how
long basic features have been in place can
allow you to best assess which technology
platforms have the most stable foundation.

What features will
allow you to work
more efficiently?
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Conclusion
The best partnerships benefit both parties.
The success that comes from great
partnerships is based on a foundation of
synergy. From Louis and Clark to Ben and
Jerry, notable partnerships have created
some of the greatest success stories in
history. Thus, when considering a new
screening firm, develop the most beneficial
RFP, focusing on what really matters to
you and your organization.

As discussed, knowing the percentage
of hits and number of screens will not
provide you with an ideal background
screening partner. Craft questions that
require respondents to create customized
responses rather than copy and paste
from every other RFP they answer. Asking
questions relevant to your screening
needs allows you to select a background
screening vendor not just for the next year
but a true partner that ultimately adds value
to your hiring practices.

Craft questions that require
customized responses

RFP Question Guide Quick Reference
Turnaround Time (TAT)

Customer Service

×

×
×

×

Determine how each vendor calculates TAT. This is a key piece of information
required to begin an evaluation of a background screen vendor’s TAT.
Nail down the TAT for the jurisdictions in which you do business to assess
real TAT for all locations.

Quality of Results
×
×
×

Don’t ask about the percentage of criminal hits without context, otherwise
it’s a useless piece of data.
Don’t put too much weight on the “how many” question after a certain
number.
Zero in on the specifics regarding quality.

Avoid questions that focus on org charts and mission statements.
Seek out granular data on customer satisfaction and customer
service resolution stats.

Ease of Use
×
×
×

Don’t get bogged down by neat graphics in a demo - focus on the
functionality that you and your clients need to work efficiently.
Get a rundown of all functionality with a list of features that are
most important.
Focus on a stable foundation of required functionality rather than
one off features that seem innovative but would not be improve
the four key drivers of satisfaction. Every technology feature should
be assessed as to how it impacts the four key drivers of satisfaction
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